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ABSTRACT

Particb+in-cell (F’lC modebi are widely used in fusion studies associated
with energy research. 4 hey are also used in certain fluid dynamical studies.
Paraliel computation is relevant to them because
1. PIC models are not amenable to a lot of vectorization-about
50% of the
total computation can be vect.orized in the average model;
2. the volume of data processed by PIC modeis typically necessitates use of
secondary storage with an attendant requirement for high-speed 1/0; and
3. PIC models exist toda whose implementation requires a computer 10 to
100 times fr@er than t i e Cray-1.
This paper discusses arallel formulation of PIC modeis for master/slave architectures and ring arc 1 itectures. Because i.ntcrprocewor communication can be
a deci9ive factor in the overall efficiency of a parallel system, we show how to
divide these models into large granules that can be executed in parallel with
relatively little need for communication.
We also report measurements of
s eedup obtained from experiments on the UNIVAC 1100/84 and the Denelcor
& P.

PARTICLH’N-CELL

MODELS

We discuss partich+in=cell (PIC~ modeL~ in the context of studyin$ tbe behavior of plasmm
in the presence of force fields [7], We assume a twdimen~ional
re ]on that has been d;~cretized wltb N cek per side for ● totai ef W cells in the region. The ! iscretization is illustr~[cd
region
in Fi , 1. The ● proacb is to randomly distribute particles over tbe twedimensional
●nd t‘1)en study t i eir movement as ● function of time and forces ●cting on tbtm. Typi~’ally,
the ●verage number of article per cell will be O(N) ●nd particle information includes position,
velocity, charge, etc. + bus, the total particle information will be o(P),
In its oimplest form,
the plasma simulation proceeds aa follows:
1.
2.
&

“&te~ate”
over particles to obtsin ● cbar~c distribution
St cell centem (a cell center b
denoted by “X” in Fig. 1).
Solve ● Poisson equation for tbe potential at ceil centers.
pply force to
Interpolate tbe potential onto particles for s small interval of time At; i.e., ●
the particles for ● small time interval, recomputing their positions, velocities, etc.
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Fig. 1. Relationship

of region, mesh, and particles,

Steps land 3 require O(W) operations andthus dominate the
Step2 requires Operations.
overall computational procws. Gencrall~, the ~artic)c information is stored in a large array
snd there is no correlation between particle position in that array and article position in the
rectangle. Thus, Step 1 is a many-t~one mapping of random elements from the list onto a cell
center, Conversely, Step 3 is a onc+t-many mapping of information at the cell renter onto
random elements of the particle list. These mappm
from and to random elements in a list
Yn ~eneral, only about SOVOof the total
generally preclude efficient vector implementation.
o erations in a PIC model are subject to efficient vector Implementation.
Of course, to achieve
t 1 e highest level of performance from s vector rwocessor, one n? :ds to vectorize 90% or more
of the total WO)I!(in a computation 19]. Furthei, some PIC simu! ~tions used within the fusion
energy research community require a computer that is about 100 tima faster than the Crny-1
to successfully model phenomena of interest 4]. This need for higher performance combined
with dit%cult ies in implementing PIC dflcient \ y on vector procwors motivates our interest in
xynchrouous parallel (MIMD) formulations of them.
PIC ON A MASTER/SLAVE

CONFIGURATION

Asumc that we have ●n MIMIY processor with r. m~t er/slave control schema as illustrat~d in Fi , 2, in practice ● single processor may execute tbe function of both the m=ter
And one of t k e slaves, but for purposes of discussion we aasume that they are distinct, The key
to achieving efficient paral!el implementation of PIC on a mwster/slave configuration is to
divide the particles equally ●mong the slaves ●nd b keep all partich+related infxmation within
the slaves. Awuming that the mMter has the total charge distribution In its memo~, the computational procedure is M follows:
Step 2Bi Master solva potential tquation ●d broadc~ts potential ~(~)) to each slave,
Step 30
Each slave applies the potentisl for At (moves its particles \ ,
Step 1A, Each slave mtegmteu ov~r its particles to obttin their contribution to totnl charge
distribution St cell centers,
Step lB, Each olrnveshi s its charge distrib~~tion (O(I@))ta the mWer.
Step 2A. Maater -urns cI arge distribution from slaves,
Note that in this ap roach the “particle pukhing” (o(@~) ortion of the computation is ehared
equally among the sYaves. Tbe ●mount of com utat~on cl’one by the master & o(N) and the
●mount of Interproceasor rommunicstion in O(A! ).Further, the potential calculation is imenable to parallt I Implementation [2] but becauee the psrticie pushing dominates the o~erall calculation, we WIIIDot concern ourse ives with parallel roceaaing the potontial calculation,
TIM key to eficient parallel implemmtation of BlC on a mMter/ulave configuration lies in
dividing particles equally ●mong the slsvea irrtss ective of particle oaition in the region, This
w= not our 9rd approach in attempting to pars ! lel process PIC, If ather, our initial approachs

considered dividing the region into subregions and having a processor iwsi~ed to particles in
each of the subregions. Such an approach produces a number of complications. For ex ample,
at the end ~f each time step some particle will migrate to their neighboring subregion, TtIus,
there must be an “exchange” of particl= between processors at each time step. This exchange
will necessitate garbage collection within the particle list of a givw procmsor and, should the
particl= eventually concentrate in a small region, a single processor will do most of the computation while the others sit idle. To rectify such a situation, the region must be resubclivided,
particlm reallocated, etc. The computational cost of such processs is significant.
A similar phenomenon seems to occur in the parallel f~olution of elliptic equations, Agaia,
the natural a proacb is to subdivide the region and to e.wign a processor to a subregion.
It is
$
extremely di icult to do this in a f~hion that will yield a net gain in computational eticiency
[1]. The-point is that eficient implementation invo]vea !cchniques that are somewhat counteiLntuitive,
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PIC ON A RING CONFIGURATION

PIC can cd~o be efficiently implemented
on an MIMI) machine with a ring
control/communication
or anization, For pur~osea of dbcussion we m.sume a four-element
ring with communication from left to right M indicated in Fig, 3, The key to success in this
environment is a~ain to divide particles equally among the processom but, in addition, have
rocessom do a significant s I ount of rwlundmt computation.
Asuming that each processor
Eas the total charge distribute. n at cell centem in its memory, the computational process is as
follows:
Step 2. Each processor eolvea the
step 3, Each processor movm its
Step 1A, Each rocasor integrates
total c! arge distribution.
Step lB, For 1 = 1, 2, 3, 4: pm
received to “accumulating

potential equation.
particles
over its psrticlea to obtbin th~ir contribution
partial charge distribution
cbtrge distribution, ”

/LM’=,
P2

P3
I

{

Fig, 3, A four-element ring confi~ration,
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ESTIMATING

PERFORWCE

OF THE MASTER~SLAVE IMPLEMENTATION

The key issue in par ~ld processir.g is speedup S+Sa function of the number Gf processors
used. We define speedup &
s, -

ezewfion lime un’nk one proeewor
ezeeulion time um”ngp proce890r8

To estimate performance of the m~ter/slave formulation, we use a model of parallel computation introduced by Ware [8], We normalize the execution time using one processor to unity.
Let
.P = number of processom,
and
CI= percent of parallel processable work.
Assume at any instant that either all p processom are operating or only one processor is operritirkg; then

s, - ——
(1-a)+:

1

“

Also

Figure 4 shows tbe Ware model of epeedup M a function of a for a +processor, an &
processor, and a I&processor system, respectively. Tbe quadratic behavior of the derivative is
dramatit and results in low speedup for a less than 0.9. Consequently to achieve significant
,{peedu , we must have bighl parallel algorithms, Therein liez the challenge in reseurch in
i~aralle~proct= ing. In 1970 d~insky 6 conjectured that average speedup in parallel processing
‘6 or 7090 of the tots] computation IS imDh?mented in
v’ould go hke IOEP. Indeed, if only
p walle~ then he-~’ill be correct,
However, for the m~ter/slave
iin~lement at ion &f PIC, recall
tk at we are arallel processing the o(W) component of the cal~’ulation and se uentially rocessinr~ tbe O( J ) component. Thus, we have the powbility of achieving relative1 y high e $’icieucy,
●t Ieaat on Ilystems with a few processors.
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Fig, 4. Ware’s model of speedup for 4, 8, ~nd 16 processors,

Those who have experience with vector procmsors will note a striking sim Harity between
Ware cumes and models of vector performance where the abscissa is the percent of total
vectorizable computation.
This k because the tuxvumption of the Ware model implies a two
state machine, that is, in one state cm] one processor works and in the other state all p pr~
cessors work, A vector rocessor can a L be viewed as a tw-state machine. In one state it is
a relatively slow genera f p~rpose machine, and in the other state it is capable of high performance on vector operations. Thus, Fig. 4 abo gwm the performance of vector processors
where p is the relative performance of the vector and scalar states.
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where K = average number of particles/cell.
Ubfi further uume

that each of the processors has performance

Cl = 0300 Ps/cell,
C2 -60,075 ~s/cell, sncl
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COMPUTATIONAL

EXPERIMENTS

Because of thep’ behavior in theslopeofs,
m a approach= l,the only way to be sure of
how well a parallel implementation will work is to implement it and measure specdup experimentally. In other words, small perturbations in seemm ly insignificant are= of the computation may, in fact, lead to large perturbations in overal 1 performance. Thus, to confirm our
analysis, we have implemented variants of the master/slave cosdl~ration of PIC cm two parallel procwsing devices-the UNNAC 1100/84 and the Denelcor Heterogeneous Element Processor (HEP).
The UNIT’AC 1100/84 is a commercial - available system whose typical use is to process
four independent job streams. With the he i p of UNTVAC personnel, and a bit of ingenuity,
Los Alamos personnel have devised ways to control all four processom in this machine and use
them to proc- a single PIC model [5]. Spe@up me~urements M a function of p are given in
Table 1 Thae r~ults compare favorably with our estimates and reflect the fact that indeed
we have succmsfully parallel procmed a large percentage of the total computation.

l-VNR’AC 1100/84

2

3
4

2.43
3.04

Recently, a PIC model was implemented cm HEP, HEP is designed to do task switching
on each instruction,
The architecture of a single rocessor is reminiscent of the CDC-600O
series Peripheral Processor System. There is m eig [ t-slot barrel with a t~k ~signed to each
of the s .Jts, and the processor ex~mines tbe slots sequentially, executing a single instruction
from eiKht concurrent processes. Most instructions in the machine reauire about ei~ht cycles
for exe~ution.
Thus, ioosdy
speaking, t !,ingle processor is annlogou~ to an ei ht~proc&sor
a PIC model on HE\ lint a9 a
parallel system. Los Alamos personnel have implemented
single proccss and then as a multi Ieprocms calculation, The ratio of the associate~ execution
time is given in T8ble 1. A ain re i ecting the fact that a large percentage of the total computation is being done in paralle ! .
CONCLUS1ON
Hi h-performance computer systems involvin severfd vector processors that can operate
in para YIcI have already been ●nnounced [3], Rea f izing the highest levels of performance of a
arallel system requira that s Inrge ercentage of the total computation be douc m pnrallel,
we were s E Ie to realiz~ hi h poralltlizstion,
●nd thus good perfor1’n the cane of PIC models
artitioning particles *men prwceMors, 6 onse~uently, parallel implementation of
mance, b
“off the si! e f“ PIC models is likely to t e easim than their ~mplomentation on a vector procesuor.
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